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1. Does @POTUS @Trump also sexually assault little
boys? Is it what Putin has on him & @senatemajldr
@LindseyGrahamSC @RandPaul? Trump's pedophilia
could confirm my theory Fred Trump was pedophile &
assaulted his boys. I think that may have been why
Bavaria shunned the family.

Tim Hogan
@TimInHonolulu

The comparison of Nader trafficking charge unsealed today and 
Epstein timeline give me a strong suspicion of a link. Perhaps an 
common informant. @maddow @MaddowBlog
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84 people are talking about this

@POTUS @Trump @senatemajldr @LindseyGrahamSC @RandPaul 2. Family

photos tell a lot. What I noticed is there are very few photos of Fred with the family. I

can say that we also had very few photos of my dad with the family but that was

because he was an @AP wire-service photographer and usually took the picture. Not

the Trumps.

3. They had professional shots done in studios. Who would do that without the

father? A family who all shared a terrible secret about a monster.
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4. When I dug deep into issue of pedophilia during time my late brother was working

with experts in #DadeCounty Country Walk Day Care case, I learned a few absolutes:

Boys who are abused are very likely to be abusers & the abuse often creates

sociopaths totally devoid of empathy.

5. If I'm right, Trump needs therapy and Baron needed protection.  

 

I think is the real reason @POTUS is trying to start a civil war. #JefferyEpstein and

#GeorgeNader, his two old pedophile pals, both talking to federal prosecutors is

hitting way to close to home.

@POTUS 6. And just to wrap up the thread. Something from the archives of

America's de facto Commander in Chief with one that shows you what happened to

the Russian who was going to expose the truth. #ThisIsNotADrill @FBIWFO
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